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SWAN, CAROLINE DAVENPORT.

Born Dec. 2, 1841 at Gardiner, Maine.
Died in South Portland, April 4, 1938.
Dec. 13, 1922

Dear Miss Swan:

Your friend Mr. Milliken of Gardiner was in my office this afternoon and presented me with a copy of your book, "The Unfading Light".

I have not read this book but will take it home with me and read in it this evening.

I have no way to properly tell you how much I appreciate your generous gift and I am especially grateful to your friend for suggesting it to you.

I think you will be pleased to know that we are making a collection of books by Maine authors and I shall place your book in this special collection.

Can you send me some biographical notices and some facts about your own life, that will furnish us with material for an article in the Library Bulletin. We have the article which appears in the poets of Maine.

I am sending you a copy of our Library Bulletin which tells you about the collection.

I would greatly appreciate it if you would send me a photograph of yourself, I want this for our special Maine collection.

Again, thanking you for your courtesy and kindness, I am,

Sincerely yours,

Henry E. Dunnack, Librarian.

Carolyn Davenport Swan, Librarian.
South Portland, Maine.
My dear Mr. Dunneck;—

At the time you wrote me I noted your request for a photograph of mine to add to your collection. But I had none then and have but just succeeded in procuring one—through the kindnese of Mrs. Milliken, of Gardiner. I therefore send it by today's mail and trust it will reach you safely.

There was a critical article in a St. Louis magazine for Mrs. B. Sara Keuntz Diethelm—formerly City Librarian in Toledo, O.—entitled "The Book of Verses Underneath the Bough." It is a discussion of the scope and quality of the verse put forth by some half-dozen recent writers.
Among the names mentioned are those of The Cat, Joyce Kilmer, Louis Aragon in Quincy, Rev. Chas. O'Donnell, C.S.C. and about one third of the space is given to "The glorious somnambulism of Caroline Newport Swan." For my part, I am most grateful for this very kind appreciation of my work.

With many thanks to you also.

I am, my dear Mr. Harrick,

Yours sincerely,

Caroline D. Swan.

112 Harriet St.
Go. Portland,
Maine.
August 17, 1923

Dear Mrs. Swan:-

Again you have placed me under very great obligation for your courtesy in forwarding me the autographed photograph of yourself. This will be an invaluable addition to our Maine collection.

I am writing for the St. Louis Magazine so that this article may be added also. I am,

Sincerely yours,

Henry E. Dunnack.
Librarian.

Mrs. Carolyn D. Swan,
112 Harriet St.,
South Portland,
Maine.
To librarian State Library, Augusta Maine.

My dear Mr. Dunnack:

As the author of the article which refers to me in Silvian's magazine, has not been any more successful than I in getting copies of it, I fear you may also be unsuccessful. She now sends me the last copy she had and I enclose it for you, adding corrections of typographical errors. "Immortal" is given as "immoral" and two words are omitted in the little poem, "Seal Buds." I give correct version of the latter, which loses its straightness through the omission of its second verse. It should be re-inserted...
and the words "but you" restored to their place at close of line 6,
Verse 1.
As it stands, the whole thing misses its point, as you see.
With many thanks for your kindness,
I am yours, very sincerely,
Caroline D. Fowen.

112 Harriet St.
South Portland, Maine.
August 25, 1923

Mrs. Caroline D. Swan,
112 Harriet Street,
South Portland, Maine.

My dear Mrs. Swan:

Your communication of recent date, together with enclosure, has been received. Since receiving your former letter I have been trying to locate this article, but I have had no satisfactory response. I had about decided it would be impossible to secure it. Please accept my sincere thanks for your kindness in forwarding this copy for our files.

I am especially grateful for the correction of "Leaf-Buds". The little poem was sadly named without that second verse.

I am very grateful for your interest in the matter, and for your cooperation in making our list as complete as possible.

Sincerely yours,
MAINE STATE LIBRARY

Librarian.

HED/HF
Leaf-Buds.

Curled up on the boughs of a poplar tree
G little gray buds of the Spring,

Do you feel the cheer and the bliss that lies
In the sudden promise of sapphire skies.

And the bluebird's restless caroling:
"Why surely we do! And who doubts it but you?"

Said the little gray buds of the Spring.

"Do you worry 'er shadows and storms to be,
G little red buds of the Spring?

So bright on the maples so tenderly frail,
Can you face all notwithstanding, a possible gale,

And trustfully, hopefully singing?"

"Oy we couldn't 'er shouldint deserve to be
The little red buds of the Spring."
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A Book of Verses Underneath the Bough

By

SARA KOUNTZ DITHELW

TODAY, in a world of chaos and unrest, poetry remains more essential than ever. Knocking gently at the portals of the soul, it pleads to enter that it may delight our sensibilities with its melody and message. But the average man is too preoccupied with matters mundane to appreciate the phantasies of the poet. Lacking the insight of the seer, he is slow to discover evidence of the spiritual in the grandeur of nature or to seek counsel in the impassioned songs of the Wise of the World. And it was Francis Thompson, in his masterly essay on Shelly, who bade us to "shelter poetry under the rafter of faith." He pleaded for the return of the glory of poetry, which he averred had been squandered to aliens during two centuries. Yet even as he was lamenting the exit of the muse from the Church, a renaissance of Catholic poetry was slowly making its influence felt.

Holy Mother Church, in all the splendor of her liturgy and symbolism, affords an imposing background for a group of lyricists whose exalted lyricism and often incomparable verse bears witness to the undying faith that is theirs by adoption. Thus the great treasury of Catholic literature is adorned by the profound and noble lines of Aubrey de Vere; the exalted lyrics of Father Tabb; the exquisite verse of Edward F. Garesché; the unadorned, mystic craftsman of Gerard Hopkins, S.J.; the delicate artistry of Lionel Johnson; the austere stanzas of Coventry Patmore and Richard Crashaw; the masterful lyrics of Ven. Robert Southwell, S.J.; the rich imagery of Francis Thompson; the fanciful creations of Louis Imogen Guiney; the versatile poems of Joyce Kilmer, but the poetry of faith and hope and love; Cardinal Newman's intensely spiritual "Dream of Gerontius"; the contemplative songs of Edward F. Garesché, S.J.; the deeply religious verse of the blind Father Tabb; the exquisite color tones of Rev. Charles O'Donnell, C. S. C.; the glorious sonnets of Caroline Davenport Swan; the delightful cradle songs of Katherine Tynan; and the music of a score of lesser singers.

A splendid index to the work of some of the best Catholic poets will be found in Joyce Kilmer's "Dreams and Images." It is a book for personal possession because of the treasures it contains, and though it has been criticised for not being entirely representative, yet it fulfills the purpose for which it was compiled. Its very existence proves the need for a complete Catholic anthology—aye, here is a task that awaits the patience and skill of some devotee of the Faith and the World.

The soldier poet's preface, which is a fine bit of literature, explains that he had attempted to bring together his favorite poems that were written by Catholics since the middle of the nineteenth century, and that when a Catholic attempts to reflect in words some of the beauty of which as a poet he is conscious, he cannot be far from prayer. My understanding of the delight and enthusiasm which Joyce Kilmer brought to his task was greatly enhanced by a letter he wrote me from the heart of the battlefield, in which he said, "I am delighted to know that 'Dreams and Images' pleases you and has the advantage of your generous aid in coming to the attention of the public. The task of selecting the poems that fill it I greatly enjoyed, and I felt it an honor to attempt such a work." And so it is pleasant to avail myself of this opportunity to arouse fresh interest in the anthology.

Joyce Kilmer's work is too well known to need more than passing mention. Yet for the poet who wrote that he would rather write "moderately well about the faith that was his by adoption than magnificently about anything else" we must find a brief space in this paper, which proposes to consider American Catholic poets.

It is well-nigh impossible to read Kilmer's poems without sensing his chivalry and his lofty ideals, his ardent worship and beauty of holiness to multitudes. In "The World and the Waters" contains "Horizons," which impresses the reader with the wonder of the wide sweeping spaces that confront the eye as he scans the visible universe. Another poem, "Raining," was reprinted in the Literary Digest with the comment that it was an example of its author's marked felicity of expression when dealing with nature. "To Rose in Heaven" invites repeated perusal. To me it appears to be the magnum opus of Father Garesché's creative genius. Joyce Kilmer, whose little dead daughter inspired it, did not hesitate to pronounce it one of the noblest elegiac poems in our language. Its stately measured cadences suggest the rhetoric of the Wise of the World, and there is a fine bit of literature, explains that he had attempted to bring together his favorite poems that were written by Catholics since the middle of the nineteenth century, and that when a Catholic attempts to reflect in words some of the beauty of which as a poet he is conscious, he cannot be far from prayer. My understanding of the delight and enthusiasm which Joyce Kilmer brought to his task was greatly enhanced by a letter he wrote me from the heart of the battlefield, in which he said, "I am delighted to know that 'Dreams and Images' pleases you and has the advantage of your generous aid in coming to the attention of the public. The task of selecting the poems that fill it I greatly enjoyed, and I felt it an honor to attempt such a work." And so it is pleasant to avail myself of this opportunity to arouse fresh interest in the anthology.

Joyce Kilmer's work is too well known to need more than passing mention. Yet for the poet who wrote that he would rather write "moderately well about the faith that was his by adoption than magnificently about anything else" we must find a brief space in this paper, which proposes to consider American Catholic poets.

It is well-nigh impossible to read Kilmer's poems without sensing his chivalry and his lofty ideals, his ardent worship and beauty of holiness to multitudes. In "The World and the Waters" contains "Horizons," which impresses the reader with the wonder of the wide sweeping spaces that confront the eye as he scans the visible universe. Another poem, "Raining," was reprinted in the Literary Digest with the comment that it was an example of its author's marked felicity of expression when dealing with nature. "To Rose in Heaven" invites repeated perusal. To me it appears to be the magnum opus of Father Garesché's creative genius. Joyce Kilmer, whose little dead daughter inspired it, did not hesitate to pronounce it one of the noblest elegiac poems in our language. Its stately measured cadences suggest the rhetoric of the Wise of the World, and there is...
not try to memorise a few of the poems in “The Four Gates,” perhaps “Mother of Sorrows” or “Give It Me” or “A Son’s Petition.” And there are many worth remembering. In the French, Irish, and Catholic poetry with a volume of verse that will at the outset arrest the attention of the discriminating, “Cloister and Other Songs” by Miss Swan may be cherished, for it is a distinct addition to American literature. The book embraces lyrics of unusual quality, quatrains unique in their interpretation of the subjects chosen, and a few longer poems—all conceived in an intensely excited mood. In the nature group we find vivid pictures completed in a few short stanzas that delve deep into the heart and mind with visions unforgettable of “the earth and the fullness thereof.” “The Earth Hour,” “In Late Spring,” “On Indian Lake” and “Harvest Feilds” are manifestly the result of keen, patient, loving observation. “Drought” is full of the music of bees silently droning in the arid, dusty summer as falls no drop of rain or quickening dew.” In the quatrains one marvels at the discipline which culminates in a restraint that climbs to the heights of transcendent art. Like the echoes of a mighty chorus of sacred music the melody and richness of each verse lingers to delight the senses. I love the matchless art of “Magnificat,” a claudit of wondrous beauty, recalling my childish habit of seeking for fantastic visions in the clouds.

Three clouds of sunset gather with their dew. What strange persuasion does their half light bring! Just now I thought they grew like camels, With purple sung, and carrying a king. What an enchanting bedtime tale for the children! Set to music, it would be a fitting prelude to the story of the Three Wise Men in their quest for a lonely cave at Bethlehem.

“Tidemain!” and “Scourged and Crowned” urge the heart toward meditation on Golgotha and the tragedy consummated there. Repeated over and over they can not but help one to enter into the spirit of Holy Week.

Like Chesterton and Newman, Father O’Donnell cherishes a profound respect for the traditions and culture of the Middle Ages, and his “Cloister” is certain to endure. Indeed, to me it is an exemplar of that noble type of poetry which was defined by the beloved Father Tabb as a gleam of heaven; the passion of a star. Was mated to thy deathless song. That Sappho, with emotion pale, Amid the Olympian throng, Stood Rattiem, To hear in thy melodious love The paintings of her heart. But Father Tabb’s worship of beauty was ever tempered by dignity and by the light of faith. His art is not of poetry, but not only for art’s sake, but because through it he could deliver his message. His poems have been fittingly called gems of the finest quality, gems of the finest exalted melody of “Leaf Buds,” a poem that represents a playful, whimsical mood. Curled up on the boughs of a poplar tree, Oh, little gray buds of the spring, Do you feel the cheer and the bliss that lie in the sudden promise of sapphire skies, And the bluebird’s riotous carolling? Why surely we do, and who doubts it?... Seems the little pewich for the Easter-Tide, “Sea-Drift,” “Christmas-Tide,” and “Bird Flight,” exhibiting a wide range of imagination.

Miss Swan’s sonnets appear frequently in the Catholic World, and are often reprinted in the Literary Digest and elsewhere. Though it was late in life that she entered the Church, her deeply religious verse had always made a strong appeal to Catholic hearts. A number of her beautiful sonnets and lyrics are collected in a volume called “The Unfading Light,” in which the poems are divided into such attractive groups as “Easter-Tide,” “Sea-Drift,” “Christmas-Tide,” and “Bird Flight,” exhibiting a wide range of imagination.

Miss Swan has a marked genius for word painting, but it is not merely the delicate chastity of her diction that fascinates her readers; it is rather the sterling religious sentiments underlying her exquisite pen pictures.

In the Easter group “In Ecclesia” vio­let, with the whisper that while a sonnet, “From Shade to Sun,” sings gloriously of the Easter miracle. In nearly all the poems a prayer is embodied, or mayhap a thought that will con­sole the weary amid the storm and stress of life. The Christmas verses teach with a beautiful simplicity some of the lessons unfolded at Bethlehem when the glad news was brought to the lowly shepherds in the silence of the hills.” In this group it is difficult to de­cide which will make the biggest appeal. My own favorites are “Singing Stars,” “The Little Idolator,” “A Star Song,” and “The Royal Babe.”

Miss Swan believes that “poetry is the divinest of all arts; for it is the breathing or expression of that principle or sentiment which is deepest or sublimest in human nature.” In her sonnet “A Soul’s Awakening,” with which this paper con­cludes, she wisely defines the true character of her thought and to under­stand the underlying motives of the poet, who is seer as well as singer, as he weaves a magic thread of thought. It is not true to his best impulses, his work will be full of religious sentiment and beauti­ful philosophy, even though his pattern

(Continued on page 222)
which founded Canada, the old and the new.

“A Book of Verses Underneath the Bough”

(Continued from page 202)

be now fanciful and again serious, so that, if the reader be in the right spirit to appreciate the song of the bard, he will cherish his immoral verse as one of his most precious possessions.

I wandered lone beneath the starry skies
In early days of springtime when the dark
Is all pulsation. Through the dusky park
Shy, scarlet maple buds with sleepy eyes
Hung drooping overhead. In rapt surprise
I felt the stirring life, whose hidden spark
Of strange, mysterious fire awakes the lark
And bids the frail anemone arise.
Then came a melting fragrance unawares,
The breath of violets, which softly rose From out their dewy purple of repose, Sweetening the dark. “O Love,” I cried, “that dare
Reveal itself to darkened souls like mine,
I feel Thee, clasp Thee, Jesu, Lord Divine!”
The Unfading Light

By

Caroline Davenport Swan

112 Harriet St.

S. Poland

Boston
Sherman, French & Company
1881
THE UNFADING LIGHT

by

CAROLINE DAVENPORT SWAN

A deeply devout as well as poetic spirit manifests itself in this volume of verse. One catches the religious symbolism of many of these lines as through cathedral windows. The hallowed light of trust and worship pervades them all. The purity of things sacred, the adorable in all that is divine, the aspiration toward the holy mind and heart have received sympathetic and understanding expression.

And it is with this same sensitiveness of feeling and perception of inward beauty and truth that nature is observed and interpreted. In color, form and finish we have the work of a literary artist,—the sonnets, in particular, being rich and full of charm.

Many expressions of appreciation upon the appearance of not a few of these poems in religious and secular periodicals evince their stimulating and suggestive helpfulness. The editor of a weekly journal speaks thus highly of the author's work:

"There is no one familiar with her beautiful verses who does not appreciate the important position which she holds among the foremost writers of the present day. Her poetry has inspired and consoled many: it has been as a refreshing balm to the weary and heavy-laden. Religious fervor prevails throughout all her works. Is it to be wondered, then, that they are so sublime and full of hopeful inspiration?"

We offer this book, so truly Catholic in tone, to Clergy and laity "in full assurance of faith."

Cloth; 12mo.; $1.25 net; by mail, $1.35
SHERMAN, FRENCH & COMPANY, PUBLISHERS
6 Beacon Street, Boston, Massachusetts
CAROLINE DAVENPORT SWAN

Author of:

The Unfading Light

Inscription:

Presented to the Maine State Library by the Author,
Caroline Davenport Swan,
Sou. Portland,
1922.

Poems; Clippings and manuscript with letter giving list of poems.
Received sometime after August 1923.
112 Harwitt St.
So. Portland, Maine.

My dear Mr. Sumner,

Many thanks for your kind letter and offer to place my book, "The Unfading Light," in your special collection. As to the personal sketch, I will send you one or two that have appeared variously, but have none that are very recent.

Yet a good deal of my best work has found print in late years. I am now writing essays, stories and verse for the "Dublin Catholic," Dublin, which has an immense colonial circulation and goes all round the world. Also for the "Franciscan Review," "Montreal," "The Register," "Toronto," "Orphan's Friend," Boston and the "Pacifica," Pa. These regularly, and a host more, semi-occasionally.

My verse has had fine notices, the sonnets in particular, of which I have some two hundred. The late editor of the San Francisco Monitor, Charles Phillips, made an exhaustive study of the sonnet and its structure by the best English writers; then wrote me that he had composed mine likewise and that "they would stand."

I was very proud of that.

I do not care much for notoriety, but...
do prize excellence.

In the "Unsinking Light" you will see a variety of measures, long and short, the latter the more difficult, one Rondeau ("Bloom and Sky"), forty-eight Sonnets and some Blank Verses.

I do not use all these now, but I know my lesson.

As for poetic thought and power, I can only say that some of my poems have been copied twelve or fourteen times, to my knowledge, in as many papers in as many cities — and that the old ones have a way of reappearing.

I have a whole book full of notices — kind words from such men as Dr. C. Hagen of Canada, Dr. Block of Chicago, Dr. Maurice Egan — recent U.S. Minister to Denmark — Monsignor A.J. Burke, Dr. Fink of Missouri College, England — and Cardinal Yanettelli.

I have not pushed my work at all, and have lost many years of valuable time from having sickness on my hands and the care of aged relatives. But I am thankful for my spared life and the ability to do the work I am producing in these latter days.

With best respects, I am

Yours sincerely,

Caroline D. Swan.

Mr. Henry E. Dunwoody,
Maine State Librarian,
Augusta.
Caroline Davenport Swan's recently published volume of poems, "The Unfading Light," is one of the most graceful, tender and spirit-dowered treasures of poetic thought that have appeared from the press for some time. I am not surprised to learn that it has been so favorably received by critics and lovers of true poetry everywhere.

For many years the author of this excellent and charming volume of verse has been a contributor to our religious and secular journals and quietly and unobserved her way into the hearts of her readers her sweet and reverent thoughts, abiding and nestling in their souls like doves of peace and prayer sent out from the ark of God's love.

Rarely have I read a volume of poems published in our day containing so little poetic dross, so full of the sweet sanctity of thought, so dowered with poetic feeling, grace, and that fine spirit which holds the key to the inner temple of song.

It is essentially a woman's soul inspired by the divine beauty of our holy faith, and the service of religion that plans and fashions the lyrics and sonnets within the covers of this delightful little volume. Caroline D. Swan is as reverent in her poetic spirit as that English Catholic singer who is so popular in our hearts and homes, and whom Charles Dickens, the great novelist, so much admired—the gentle and serene songstress of our sacred groves—Adelaide Proctor.

Miss Swan divides or classifies her poems under six heads: Luce Oriente Sonnets, Christmas-tide, Sea-Drift, Easter-tide and Bird-Flight. Her volume comprises one hundred and seventeen poems—the work, I presume, of a lifetime, and a work creditable, too, indeed, to her fine poetic gifts and admirable literary man-shipmanship.

Her genius, it is true, never takes what might be termed lofty or daring flights. Her upper lift of song is the calm, serene atmosphere of the soul devoid of the lurid light of passion or the sharp thunder of vexing clouds. The beauty of God is ever spread about her and she never loses sight of the tapers of faith upon His altar. Morning, Noon and Night are full of the anths of His love and the ritual of Spring and Autumn is minister to her heart as Nature stands vested at the altar over which floats the incense of peace and prayer.

I would like to set before our readers something of the beauty and grace and spiritual apperception found in the poems of Miss Swan. Perhaps the spirit and method of her work are best exemplified in the very opening poem in the volume, "The Earthly Shepherd."

I see One coming across the wold,
My gracious Lord! Whiter than snow is He—Is He! And tender the gaze that He bends on me;
O blest reward for all my labor, for all my pain,
To feel I dwell in His heart again! How shall I welcome my gracious Lord, Now He is here! Sudden a-tremble, passionate, dim, The tear-stained face that I turn to Him In anxious fear, He proffers pardon. O joy divine! Bliss of forgiveness! His love is mine."

"What can I do for Thee, Lord? My Lord?"
His word is nigh:
"Gathering my sheep and the lambs a-cold, Luring them back to the blessed Fold! "O Lamb of God! Are they there? They have wandered far in the snow and rain; I hear their moaning, I feel their pain!"
Over the crags and the pathless plain They softly come. Breathless and blissful I lead them on,—
For love, it is mighty to rest upon— In silence dumb; Thine is the Voice which they love and know; I only guide them through sleet and snow.

Ever Thy tenderness fills the gloom With life and cheer.
Help us and welcome us, Lord of the Fold! Show us Thy radiant City of Gold, Swung close a-near! Windless, unruffled, Thy luminous Sea, Ever reflecting the rose-warmth of Thee.

Let me now turn for a moment to a consideration of Miss Swan's Sonnets. She has many of the gifts requisite for a good sonnet writer—compression, delicacy of thought and artistry. We think of the following one of her best sonnets:

Sonnets, Christmastide, Sea-Drift, Easter-tide and Bird-Flight.

From the section of Miss Swan's poems known as "Christmastide," we take this beautiful poem, redolent of the joyous season when the Babe of Bethlehem brings the glad tidings to the world with sweet spices and frankincense and prayer. These hallowed lines are full of the fragrance of prayer, and devotional and reveal the beautiful spiritual nature of their author:

The Children of the Kingdom.
There are baby voices carolling, and baby eyes aglow. And dimpled cheeks, whose tender blush the Christmas roses know; O children of our Lord, fearlessly and sing. For He is come, the Jesus-Babe! O hail Him, Lord and King. And we think of blessed Bethlehem, that night beneath the stars; O Mary Mother melt our hearts, efface their stinging scars!

The waxen touch of Love Divine the Holy Child bestows; And make a whiteness in our souls—light as the Sea of Glass, Where, full asflame in emerald light, the Lamb for sinners slain, Eternally reflected, shall forever live and reign.

There are baby angels carolling across that soundless sea; Exultant, in a silver flood of light and holy gleam; In the everlasting Presence of the Christ they knew below,— O tearless eyes, O wondrous peace, which earth may never know!

For here are crowns of briar; but immortal roses cling To brows illumined by the light of endless worshipping.

We walk in sorrow-laden wilds; but oh, the lilled plains! Their dewy glow, perpetual grace! O misty, golden rains!

Smile on our children here below, O Mary Mother dear! O Virgin-born Redeemer, bless all their baby cheer! Oh, clasp them ever close to Thee and calm our weared eyes— But ah, no tears for those who keep their Christmas in the skies!

The publishers, Sherman, French & Co. of Boston, in bringing out Miss. Swan's poems, have done their work well. The volume, "I understand, sells for one dollar and twenty-five cents. It is a valuable addition to the poetry of our land, and its gifted author has laid us all under obligation through her sweet, ministry of song.

THOMAS O'HAGAN.